
g e t t i n g

lost  e x e c u t i v e  p r o d u c e r s  d a m o n  l i n d e l o f  a n d  c a r l t o n  c u s e .



After six 
seasons 
of riveting  
weirdness— 
smoke monsters!  
wormholes!  
tropical polar bears! 
—Lost is coming 
to a close. 
the creators 
of the most  
puzzling yet  
entertaining TV  
show ever explain  
how they did it  
and what, exactly,  
is going on.

p h oto g r a p h by  a rt  st r e i b e r

in 2004, abC Called on produCer J.J .  abrams  to create a prime-time drama that capitalized on the success of 
Survivor: something tropical, Cast Away–ish, and closer to Lord of the Flies than Gilligan’s Island. Oh, they asked, and 
could you make it a towering, mainstream megahit, please? What executives got from the guy best known for a brainy 
college soap (Felicity) and an even brainier spy soap (Alias) was Lost, a fiendishly obscure, cast-of- thousands epic 
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about … well … to say it’s about  people on a magic 
island is selling it short. To say it’s about Every-
thing—which its adherents swear it is—is a bit 
grandiose. So let’s just say it’s about destiny. And 
metaphysics. And quantum physics. And leader-
ship, torture, time travel, synchronicity, Skinner 
boxes, geo desic domes, polar bears, doomsday 
equations, comic books, the Casimir effect, and 
the no-less- potent Cass Elliot effect. It was weird. 
Even weirder: It was a hit. A towering, mainstream 
megahit. You’d think a show like this could hap-
pen only in some alternate television universe. 
Maybe so. Maybe for the past six years we’ve been 
living in that universe. That would be so Lost.

The series endured thanks to the power of faith  
(coincidentally, a theme of the show) and a more 
modern expression of devotion—fandom. More 
to the point, faith in fandom: Lost’s producers 
never stopped trusting their viewers’ intelligence. 
Pressed for answers (which, let’s be frank, they 
probably didn’t have), the high priests of Lost 
instead delivered deeper mysteries. Queried about 
the flashbacks, they responded by flashing for-
ward and even sideways into a parallel world. They 

sowed the Web with the show’s sprawling mythol-
ogy. They borrowed liberally and respectfully from 
science fiction and comic books. They understood 
that Lost, like God, would live in the cloud, kept alive 
by the theorizing and communing of its acolytes. 

When Lost leaves the airwaves on May 23, its 
creators have pledged never to speak of it again.  
It’s for the best. That’s why we’re stopping time 
here and making that fidgety, spatio temporally 
promiscuous island sit still long enough for us to 
plumb and pay tribute to its mysteries. Once more 
into the hatch! —Scott Brown

Executive producers c a r Lto n  c U s e and
Da M o n  L i n D e L o F  ponder order, chaos, and 
time travel with physicist s e a n  c a r ro L L  .

p r e s s e d f o r a n s w e r s, 

t h e  h i g h p r i e sts  o f 

l o st  i n st e a d d e l i v e r e d 

d e e p e r m yst e r i e s .

I s l a n d
Paradox

How will the series end? What 
do the numbers mean? And 
what’s the deal with Libby? 
Lost executive producers Carl
ton Cuse and Damon Lindelof 
aren’t telling. They were, how
ever, happy to sit down with 
theoretical physicist (and Lost 
fan) Sean Carroll, author of 
From Eternity to Here, to talk 
time travel and the universe—
and to reveal the link between 
Lost and Chuck E. Cheese. 
sean Carroll  You’ve used 
every type of time travel in 
your narrative—flashback, 
flash forward, flash sideways. 
You now have two timelines: 
life after the hydrogen bomb 
is detonated and life as if the 
plane had never crashed. Will 
season six end up making 
sense of how these two time-
lines fit together? 
damon lindelof  That, 
to us, is the only answer we 
owe. Right now, the charac

ters are not aware that there’s 
any timeline other than the 
one they are in. But if they were 
to become aware of the paral
lel worlds, what might they do 
about it? That becomes a fun
damental question.
sC I always say that without 
physics, there’s no drama. 
Because there are rules. I think 
scientists don’t always under-
stand that in a science fiction 
context the rules may not be 
the rules of our world, but there 
are still rules.
Carlton Cuse  As we draw 
into the final season, the mys
tical quotient rises. But it 
was really important to us to 
stay rooted in empiricism. It 
allowed us to establish Jack as 
an empiricist and Locke as a 
man of faith, and to have these 
characters debate the essence 
of what they were experienc
ing. Was it a mystical expe
rience, or was it just a really, 
really weird place that has 
incredible physical anomalies?
sC It’s like purposefulness ver-
sus randomness.
dl That’s right. It’s order ver
sus chaos. But first it had to 
start as science versus faith, 
because Jack is a doctor and 
Locke is a guy who got up from 
his wheelchair and walked. 
Now the question has been 
boiled down to its essential 

t h e
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“the writers mingled their mythology  
with the real world, making our  

world that much more fantastic and beautiful and scary.” 
— Z a c k  S n y d e r /d I r e c t o r  o f  Wat c h m e n  a n d  3 0 0

/ the lost legaCy /

Paradox

root—is there a God or is there 
nothingness? 
sC Presumably, if it is order 
versus chaos or purpose  
versus randomness, there is  
no right answer. It’s not as  
if in the finale you’re going to 
say, “Yup, it was order.”
CC I don’t think there’s a right 
answer.
dl But the show can’t have its 
cake and eat it, too. At the end 
of the day, if Jack and Locke 
were to sit down and say, “Well, 
we were kind of both right,” 
that would not be satisfying. 
CC  There’s still going to be 
plenty of room for debate 
when the show is over. We are 
going to take a stab at provid

ing a conclusion, one that we 
hope will be satisfying. The 
bigger questions, we recog
nize, are not answerable.
dl  It’s like when you spend time 
with a 3yearold, you quickly 
find out that one question  
just begets another—there’s 
a “why” in the wake of every 
“why”—and the only way to end 
the conversation is to say, “Oh 
look, a Chuck E. Cheese!” The 
show is doing its best to say, 
“Oh look, Chuck E. Cheese!”  
For example, we’ve now given 
the viewers as much as we’re 
willing to say about the num
bers, and we’re moving on. 
CC  I think there’s this essential 
human desire to have a unified 

field theory. But there is no 
unified field theory for Lost, 
nor do we think there should 
be. Philosophically we don’t 
buy into that. The great mys
teries of life fundamentally 
can’t be addressed. We just 
have to tell a good story and 
let the chips fall where they 
may. We don’t know whether 
the resolution between the 
two timelines is going to make 
people say, “Oh, that’s cool” 
or “Oh, fuck those guys, they 
bellyflopped at the end.” But 
the fact that we’re nervous 
about it and that we’re actu
ally attempting it—that is 
what we had to do. We had to 
try to make the dive. 

c a r g o

t h e

comedian Paul 
Scheer showed up at 
comic-con last year 
with a velvet painting 
of Lost executive 
producers damon 
Lindelof and carlton 
cuse posing with the 
show’s iconic polar 
bear (whose appear-
ance early on cues 
the castaways that 
their new island home 
is no paradise). cuse 
liked the painting—by 
La artist Misha—so 
much that he hung it in 
his office and adopted 
it as his twitter icon. 
—maren Jinnett

the art of 

devotion 

	324	 passengers	

	 1	 	yellow	l abrador		
	 retriever

	 1	 dog	leash

	 1	 pl ane	manifest

	 1	 life	raft

	 	 electrical	wire

	 1	 fire		
	 	 extinguisher

	 1	 transceiver

	 1	 	screwdriver

Lost begins as Oceanic 
Airlines flight 815 from Sydney 
to Los Angeles breaks up over  

the Pacific. Here is what’s recov-
ered from that Boeing 777-

300ER. —Nick Veronin
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“We have dissected to death the essence 
of the lost concept. it has the ability to 

straddle audiences and interests—that’s why it’s a  
success.” — d av e  H o w e / P r e S I d e n t  o f  t H e  S y f y  n e t w o r k

/ the lost legaCy /

If there’s any group of devotees more loyal and obsessed 
than Lost fans, it’s Deadheads. And long before Eddy 
Kitsis was hired as a writer for Lost, he dreamed of being 
the Grateful Dead’s Jerry Garcia. So when he became a 
Hollywood scribe instead of a  guitar plucking warbler, 
he decided to create a fictional Grateful Dead–style band 
for his own amusement—and then became fixated on 
making the world believe it was real.

The result was Geronimo Jackson—named after Barry 
Hannah’s  award winning novel Geronimo Rex—a 1970s 
band that occasionally pops up on Lost, whether on a 
hitchhiker’s Tshirt in a Locke flashback (above) or blast
ing from a Dharma Initiative van on the island. Kitsis 

fake band
t h e

	 1	 	roll	of	
	 	electrical	tape

	 3	 	electronic	
	 components

	 1	 circuit	board

	 2	 metal	basins	

	 1	 beverage	cart

	 1	 metal	bowl

	 4	 rolls	of	toilet		
	 	 paper

	 20	 seat	cushions

	 3	 bl ankets

	 1	 pillow

	 1	 pair	of		
	 	 scissors

	 	 pl astic	tubing

	 10	 tarps

	 6	 fl ashlights

	 1	 compass

	 2	 nets

	 	2	 	rolls	of		
	 medical	tape

	 2	 Zippo	lighters

	 4	 bic	lighters

	 3	 yards	of	t wine

	 6	 4	x	4-inch		
	 	 squares	of	
	 	 gauZe

	 10	 ace	bandages

	 30	 yards	of	rope

	 1	 ax

	 1	 pair	of		
	 	 handcuffs

	 3	 bottle	rockets

	 5	 guns

	 2	 boxes	of		
	 	 ammunition

	 11		 backpacks	

	 1	 fanny	pack

	 1	 l aptop

	 2	 toiletry	kits

	 1	 sewing	kit

	 1	 tube	of		
	 	 sunblock

	 1	 	straight		
	 raZor	

	 1	 wheelchair

	 2	 bottles	of		
	 	 antacid	

	 1	 bottle	of		
	 	 isopropyl		
	 	 alcohol	

	 1	 asthma		inhaler

	 3	 bottles	of		
	 	 hydrogen		
	 	 peroxide	

	 10	 	medications

r e a l crafted the band’s initial “image” 
by borrowing heavily from the 
Dead’s Steal Your Face album 
art and vintage typefaces from 
Creem magazine. But having fic
tional followers on Lost wasn’t 
enough for Kitsis, and the writer 
soon finagled $20,000 from ABC 
execs to bring the bogus band to 
life. Childhood friend Craig Finn, 
lead singer for the Hold Steady, 
suggested he check out a San 
 Diego– based indie quartet called 
the Donkeys. Kitsis liked what he 

heard and hired the group to rerecord its tune “Excel
sior Lady” as a showreferencing track called “Dharma 
Lady.” The song, which aired for 11 seconds in a Febru
ary 2009 episode, was then discreetly planted on iTunes.

“Dharma Lady” immediately gave the Donkeys—
er, Geronimo Jackson—a loyal following among Lost 
viewers and gave Kitsis a taste of rock stardom by proxy. 
But true success came when Kitsis met one of his musi
cal heroes, Dead bassist Phil Lesh, and learned he was 
a fan of the show. “How do you tell him, ‘You inspired 
me so much, I created a fake band after you!’ ” Kitsis 
says. If Lesh does tune in every week, there’s no need 
to tell him. —erik malinowski

How creating geroniMo JacKson  brought 
one staff writer’s fantasy to life.
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t h e 

faC t-Ch e Ck e r

Who can claim the most 
screen time on lost? 

no, not Jack or Kate or locke 
—it’s a player you never  
even see. for more than 100 
episodes, composer michael 
giacchino has supplied about 
35 minutes of music for each 
43- minute episode. 

it’s been a dream (and emmy-
winning) assignment for a  
guy who once made a living 
scoring Medal of Honor video-
games. lost creator J.J. abrams 
loved giacchino’s game music 
and hired him to add a frenetic, 
electronic tempo to his aBc 
series, Alias. so when it came 
time to choose a composer  
for lost, giacchino was first 
on the list. his assignment: 
help the audience interpret 
the show’s mystifying action. 
Would Boone survive? not if 
those mournful piano chords 
were any indication. and what 
was smokey doing to Jacob’s 
gun-toting foot soldiers? noth-
ing good, according to that 

bombastic brass. 
all was rendered clear 

(oK, clear-ish) thanks 
to the aural showman-
ship of the composer 
who also became pix-
ar’s music man, scoring 
the Incredibles, Rata-
touille, and last year’s 
Up, which earned him 
an oscar. lost’s twists 
and turns may be com-
plex, but giacchino’s 
process isn’t: “i just let 
the story tell me what  
to do,” he says. “i  
watch and react emo-
tionally, then turn that 
reaction into music.” 
cue the triumphal trum-
pet blast. —E.M.

For its first season, the producers of Lost were fly-
ing blind. That’s right, the  people running a show 
with inter woven narratives—backstories, future 
stories, alternate-reality stories, and stories that 
even a savant couldn’t keep track of—weren’t 
keeping track of all that stuff. Once it became clear 
that season one wouldn’t be Lost’s last, executive 
producer Carlton Cuse realized he needed a conti-
nuity czar. His pick: Gregg Nations, a former Nash 
Bridges colleague. Nations had only one question: 
“How did you make it out of the first season alive?”

Nations set about documenting every detail of 
Lost’s amorphous, time-shifting, mind- bending 
universe—Sawyer’s  swindles, Kate’s hair colors 
and aliases, Shannon’s addresses—in sprawling 
Word documents. He became the go-to source 
for all prop, art, and script questions. “I tell the 
writers, you guys are writing that Kate has a rifle,” 
Nations says. “She doesn’t have a rifle; she has a 
handgun.” If Jack gets punched in the face during 
a fight, Nations makes sure that makeup artists  

Continuity czar gregg nations 
keeps Lost’s characters

—and chronology—from getting lost.

the man 
behind 
the sound

when oceanic flight 
815 crashes, its survi-
vors find intriguing rem-
nants (polar bears!) of 
the dharma Initiative, 
a 1970s-era research 
project with roots in 
taoism. the group’s 
logo shows up on hatch 
covers and beer cans—
even on a rubik’s cube 
on executive producer 
carlton cuse’s desk.

the puzzLing 
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identifying the charac-
ters’ connections lead-

ing up to the fateful plane crash 
is essential to untangling lost’s 
plotlines. here’s a map of key 
links, rendered by bioinformat-
ics scientist Martin KrzywinsKi 
with the genome-mapping  
software circos. —Holly Haynes

 show the bruise healing realistically. Where is 
Jack’s wound? How many days has it been since 
the fight? Plus, “the island makes you heal faster,” 
he says. “So factor that in, too.” 

But fight scenes are nothing compared with 
flight scenes. The plane, Nations says, “is the 
bane of my existence.” The task of keeping, say, 
row numbers straight in a hectic production on a 
cramped set makes his stomach turn, especially 

as they’ve filmed essentially the same scene over 
mul tiple seasons. His solution: Scrub the plane of 
identifying details. Nations convinced the produc-
tion crew that the passengers’ general placement 
(midsection versus tail) and proximity (Rose and 
Jack speak on the plane) is what matters most. 
“Oh, my God, that stupid plane,” Nations says. 
“Perhaps I was naive when I thought, ‘Oh, this 
isn’t going to be that difficult.’ ” —Rachel Swaby

intrigue
t h e

we b o f

type oF L inK

	 	chance

	 	family

	 romance

	 	occupational

	 	touched	by	
a	Jacob

	 	undisclosed

	 	visit	from	
richard	

	 	visit	from	
The Wire’s	
lieutenant		
daniels
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ANA LUCIA CORTEZ

 

Jin-soo Kwon

JaMes “sawyer” ForD

JacK shepharD

hUgo “hUrLey” reyes

DesMonD hUMe

John LocKe

Kate aUsten

Libby sMith

ana LUcia cortez

boone carLyLe

charLie pace

cLaire LittLeton

naDia JazeeM

penny wiDMore
ranDy nations

richarD MaLKin

cassiDy phiLLips

richarD aLpert

KeLvin inMan

JULiet bUrKe

Jacob

Mary Jo

eLoise hawKing

charLes wiDMore

Mr. eKo

shannon rUtherForD

sUn-hwa Kwon

LiveD on  
the  

isL anD

crasheD  
on the  
isL anD

never seen  
on the isLanD

sayiD Jarrah



Hurley dreams of raiding the stash in the hatch.  
as he takes a swig of milk, we see walt’s  

missing-person photo on the carton, though Hurley 
doesn’t know yet that the boy has been kidnapped.

Locke is bitten by his father in a fight. when  
he examines the wound, viewers said,  

they saw the name alex on his arm. More  
likely: random arm-hair pattern.

the funeral parlor handling Locke’s corpse is 
named Hoffs/drawlar, an anagram for “flash 

forward”—and a clue to the imminent plot shift.

fans swore they spotted a faint dharma  
Initiative logo emblazoned on the wreckage  

of oceanic 815. Just a trick of the light.

the trippy film karl is forced to watch in room 23 is 
teaser heaven. the highlight? Played backward,  

the dialog says, “only fools are enslaved by time 
and space”—referencing the time travel yet to come. 

Before season six began, eagle-eyed frequent 
flyers noticed that oceanic airlines flights  

from Sydney to La were available on the travel 
site kayak.com. well played, kayak. 

richard alpert visits a young John Locke to give 
him a test. check out little Locke’s drawing of the 
smoke monster he will one day (sort of) become.

as kate enters a courtroom in a flashback scene, a 
man yells … something. Played backward, it sounds 
like “we hate you!” or not. nothing to hear here.

Lost	demands	constant	focus:	blink	and	you’ll	miss	a	clue	to	the	big	wtf.	fans	have	cracked	
the	easter	eggs—or	have	they?	here	are	four	of	our	favorite	secret	messages	and	four	that	might	

be	nothing	at	all.	(two	more	might	be	concealed	in	these	pages.)	—Angela Watercutter 

“lost taught the audience how to watch 
a big, serialized, sprawling epic; but  

more important, it taught the networks that this model  
was viable.” —t I M  k r I n g / c r e at o r  o f  h e r o e s

/ the lost legaCy /

	 2	 cartons		
	 	 of	bilson		
	 	 cigarettes

	 1	 bag	of	heroin

	 1	 	bottle	of	bug		
	 	 repellent

	 1	 pregnancy	test

	 9	 books

	 4	 pens

	 5	 notebooks/	
	 	 diaries

	 	 diapers

	 2	 pairs	of		
	 	 sungl asses

	 15	 pairs	of		
	 	 eyegl asses

	 1	 coffin

	 27	 	bottles		
	 	 of	water

	 8	 	airline	meals

	 1	 apollo	candy		
	 	 bar

	 7	 sets	of	pl astic		
	 	 utensils	

	 1	 coffee	pot

	 9	 coffee	cups

	 1	 bag	of	coffee

	 	 tea

	 9	 knives

	 3	 ice	chests

	 16		 mini		bottles		
	 	 of	alcohol	

	 1	 	bottle	of		
	 	 	maccutcheon		

	 scotch

	 1	 	750-ml		bottle		
	 of	maker’s		
	 mark	bourbon

	 1	 	green	l antern 
  comic	book	

(en espAñoL)

	 6	 magaZines

	 1	 guitar

	 1	 bass

	 1	 	backgammon		
	 set

	 1	 por	table		
	 	 cd	pl ayer

	 2	 	pairs	of		
	 headphones

	 1	 The besT of 
	 	 phiL CoLLins 
	 	 cassette

	 1	 tennis	ball

	 1	 toy	airpl ane

	 1	 set	of	golf		
	 	 clubs

	 7	 children’s		
	 	 dolls

	 	 $8 million		
	 	 worth	of		
	 	 diamonds

4 easter eggs we LoveD 4 (probabLe) reD herrings

t h e  h i d d e n C l u e s

ANA LUCIA CORTEZ

 

DanieL FaraDay

brother caMpbeLL

naDia JazeeM

charLotte Lewis

charLes wiDMore

broUght  
to the  

isL anD

never seen 
on the isL anD 

(aLive)

Matthew abaDDon

saM aUsten

christian shepharD

anthony “sawyer” cooper


